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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Michael Sonnek,
Mapleton, Mn
Susan Molin,
Hampton Falls, NH
Ann Haslam,
Walpole, NH
Dianne Caldwell,
New London, NH
Loa Winter,
New London, NH
Nanticoke Gardens,
Endicott, NY

My husband Pete, always the pragmatist, was a hard sell when I formulated my plan to trim the two Heather gardens, The Fells in NH
and Heritage in MA, and celebrate our son’s fiftieth birthday in Provincetown, MA. in one trip. We would accomplish this feat over a long
weekend Friday through Tuesday. Only one previously announced
Heather Trimming event had to be rescheduled and that was taken
care of my emailing NEHS members in the area. Although the distance between the trimming events was not your “Sunday Afternoon
Outing” an overnight bed and meal between each destination softened the wear and tear on our old bodies that long trips incur. A
rented, red Dodge Charger saved extra wear and tear on the family
vehicle and only once did this “hot car” grab the attention of the local law enforcer as we drove 40 mph in a 30mph zone. Luckily he let
us off with a verbal warning and more fortunate, it was not my turn
to drive. Highlights of this trip include meeting local heather enthusiasts, talking heathereze to perspective new NEHS members, putting
faces to familiar names on the NEHS member list, renewing friendships, walking the strip on Commercial St. in Provincetown, MA and
observing Osprey parents taking turns on their nest in a protected
marsh area in Sandwich MA as we sat and drank wine on our favorite
bench.
Does this sounds like a memorable weekend? You bet! Would we do
it again next year? Maybe. After all we did make some new friends
and got some new NEHS members who I’m sure will help trim next
year. Since you’re only 50 once we could eliminate the Provincetown
leg cutting the journey by half. Wait till Pete hears the new plan.
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Fort Tryon Heather Shearing 2018
It was one of those dress in layers day and hope
that traveling 150 miles south the temperature
would rise appreciably above the freezing
mark. The closer we got to Manhattan the expected heat wave vanished as the temperature
barely reached the 40° mark. But with no snow
or rain in the forecast four hearty souls from
Binghamton, NY joined others from DE, NJ and
VT at Fort Tryon Park to trim the heathers. We
worked beside the garden staff of Fort Tryon
who had previously removed any winter protection. We found that the Calluna vulgaris cultivars generally survived the throes of winter
well but most Erica especially the x darleyensis suffered split stems from which recovery
will be impossible. Seeing this dismal situation
Bill Dowley offered to speak to John Kelly,
head gardener at Fort Tryon, and recommend
that any Erica replacement be Erica carnea a
proven, hardier species for our area. Our power
trimmers made short work of the trimming task
while the Pipers led a rather large group of
visitors in the annual “Follow the Piper” walk
through the park. Trimming was followed by a
NEHS Board meeting but first a Heather propagation workshop with Bill Dowley as the instructor. They enthusiast crowd soon used up
all the soil Bill provided but took empty pots
and cuttings home to give it a try with just
plain garden soil. A fun time was had by all.

by Mary Matwey

Erica Survivors

“Follow The Pipers”

You’re Never Too Young

Heather Propagation Workshop
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Tic Repellant Recipe
1 cup water
2 cup White Distilled vinegar
Several drops of pleasant smelling oil
Put all ingredients in a spray bottle and spray your clothing well especially pant legs and shoes.
Tics don’t like the smell or taste of vinegar.
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Heritage Heather Garden Trimming by Mary Matwey
The Heritage Heather garden was the last stop on the super Heather Trimming weekend. Les Lutz, Director
of Horticulture, had the Senior Gardeners, Laura and Brian remove the leaf and limb debris prior to our arrival. As was experienced in other New England heather gardens, the Erica x darleyensis was severely
damaged with splitting stems. In contrast to that devastation, all Erica carnea such as ‘Golden Sprite’ and
‘Pirbright Rose’ were beauties to behold as well as the Calluna vulgaris which looked good after trimming.
You never know what you’ll find at the gardens after a hard winter but in retrospect a shovel to remove
the dead and dying plants should become a standard trimming tool. I have requested Les to direct his senior gardeners to remove the dead Ericas which will certainly look better. The garden will shrink a little but
nature has provided a solution. A few feet away from the main bed under an evergreen, several heather
have rooted and reached a decent size for transplanting. If Les’s crew is unable to remove the dead and
transplant the volunteers to fill the void, next year’s trimming party will come prepared to work some
magic. Hopefully the NEHS members will answer the call as they did this year. Sally Moore and Maryanne
Mann helped to make this trimming event a pleasant experience.

Sally Moore, Pete Matwey, Maryann Mann

Damaged Erica x darleyensis

Sally Moore Clearing Grass

Volunteer Calluna vulgaris Plants
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2018 Heather Get Together
On Friday thru Sunday, July 20, 21 & 22, 2018 - the first City in the First State ( i.e. Lewes, Delaware)
welcomes the Northeast Heather Society to a gathering of heather enthusiasts. Compared to previous Annual Meetings, this one will be light on heather but strong on re-establishing old and new bonds of friendship over food, drink and laughter. All meals will be at Bill & Vicki Dowley’s house ( 2 breakfasts, 1 lunch
and 2 dinners). On Saturday we will tour a Lavender Farm in the area as well as the world famous Dogfish
Head brewery. We will car pool as necessary. There is a local motel 1.4 miles from the Dowley front door
with a total cost including taxes at $ 162 / night.
Please be advised this is a beach community. Traffic on Friday evening coming south from Wilmington, DE is very heavy so we strongly advise you plan on arriving by 3:00 p.m. on Friday. Additional time in
the southern Delaware region allows you the opportunity of going to any of the 5 Delaware beaches on the
Atlantic Ocean, the many walking and biking trails in Cape Henlopen State Park, going to any of the 3 Tanger Outlet Malls in Lewes with over 100 Outlet Stores or going further south to Ocean City, MD. Otherwise
feel free to relax on the Dowley patio around the pool and hot tub (always refreshing in July) and enjoy the
camaraderie of heather enthusiasts such as yourself. On Friday evening we will while away the hours looking over everyone’s heather cuttings to determine the eventual winners of the traditional “Heather Parlor
Show”. (See page 6 for details)

There is NO PRE-REGISTRATION, however please call the Dowley’s at
603-903-3017 by July 1, 2018 if you plan to attend the Heather Get Together.
Meals: a weekend of food and drink at the Dowley’s …… $ 100
Accommodations : Red Mill Inn, (includes tax)

……. $ 162/night

There are other more costly and nicer accommodations a few miles further south of the Dowley home if
you so desire.
Pay-as-you-go for any entrance fees to tour locations if required

The Dowley Homestead
30196 Whitehall Drive
Milton, Delaware 19968
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HEATHER PARLOR SHOW, JULY 20, 2018
If you have never participated in a Northeast Heather Society Parlor Show let me explain the rules and procedure, and for those of you who have, let’s refresh our memory. The first Parlor Show was run by Nancy
Passavant at the Fall Heather Conference in Connecticut on September 13 & 14, 2002. Nancy even provided the blocks of wood and florist vials to display the heather cuttings while being judged. The cuttings
are categorized into classes:
Class 1:
Class 2:
Class 3:
Class 4:

Any single flowered Calluna in bloom
Any doubled flowered Calluna in bloom
Any Erica in bloom
Any Bud Bloomer

You may bring as many different cultivars of Calluna or Erica that you have and several sprigs of each one
will make an impressive display. A sure way to sway the judges in you favor.
This year we will conduct an in-depth evaluation of the entries in each class before voting.
To insure your entries arrive fresh at the conference on Friday night, July 20, wrap your entries in a wet
paper towel and then place in a plastic bag. Don’t forget to place a label with the cultivar name for each
entry.
Good Luck to All

Dear Doctor
Dear Doctor
I just have two plants (soon to be eight), and
the heath (Anne Sparks), has come through the
winter beautifully. However, the heather
(Kinlochruel), looks a bit weak to me. I covered
them very well during the winter and uncovered them at the very end of April, when it
looked like there would be no more freezing
temps. I uncovered them a bit at a time for
several days. But the heather plant looks thin
and sort of 'stringy' for lack of a better term,
just not very vital. Any suggestions on how I
can help it?
Thanks!

Advice
There is no simple answer to your problem. If the Heather is covered too heavily with leaves and not removed soon enough I think they kind of suffocate. Next year tuck the leaves under and around the plant
with only a light covering on top and this is done after the ground freezes to minimize setting up a winter
home for critters. Kinlochruel tends to be a bushy plant with the growing tips at the ends of the stem. In
other words it may be brown down inside and look whimpy. Here is a picture of Kinlochruel that is at least
5 years old. It is opened up to show the brown inside. Does yours look like this? Not knowing how big or old
your plant is, I recommend trimming it lightly, feed it and hope for the best. Worst case your plant may
need to be buried deeper in the soil with the green foliage sticking out which will definitely make it look
healthier.
I advise lightly trimming your plant and feeding it with a fertilizer for acid loving plants and mix in a little
acidifier to maintain a low soil Ph. I know this isn’t an answer but I think your plant will respond to these
suggestions.
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Nanticoke Gardens by Mary Matwey
What a great way to spend a Saturday morning. Browsing through the green houses of your favorite nursery, buying heather and promoting heather to anyone who stopped by the NEHS heather display table. We
are very fortunate in the Binghamton area to have a nursery that considers Heather as one of their sellable
plant offerings.

Inside Nanticoke Greenhouse

I don’t know the size or how many plugs they get
from their supplier but they produce a decent
sized, healthy plant and by June the heather is
usually sold out.
The nursery, Nanticoke Gardens, is run by two
brothers Pete and Chip Shafer who purchased the
established nursery in January 2011. In Sept of
2011 they were flooded by tropical Storm lee. Storage buildings and hoop houses were flooded but
rebuilt in time for production in the following year.
Undaunted they sanitized and salvaged what they
could with help from friends and looking to the future they built new facilities on much higher
ground. Although they lost their poinsettia crop for
2011 they managed to reopen for spring 2012 retail.
Nanticoke Gardens offers, annuals, perennials,
heathers, vegetables, bulbs, hanging baskets, vining plants and even provide free liquid fertilizer
but you must bring your own jug. The hanging baskets are extraordinary but the nursery provides
every type of plant for the do-it-yourself, creative
gardener.

Frank Kirk and buyer
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Bad Year for Erica x darleyensis

by Donald Mackay

Because of my rather frequent peregrinations over a six hundred mile stretch between Washington, DC and
a northern Vermont ski area I have been able to observe that this year the line of winter damage to the
Winter Heath (Erica x darleyensis) was much further to the south than usual.
There was in fact an almost complete wipeout of Erica xdarleyensis in my son’s heather garden in Towson
(just north of Baltimore), but just a few split stems to be found in a heather garden in Bethesda, perhaps
50 miles to the south. Usually I see no difference at all.
At the Fort Tryon heather garden, on the extreme tip of Manhattan Island, winter losses to E. xdarleyensis
were on the severe side but by no means total. In my garden, 40 miles to the north, I’ve given up on E.
xdarleyensis, but could see lots of damage to Erica carnea (usually cold-proof), which was not surprising in
view of the zero cold and fierce winds that had gripped the area for over a week over New Year’s. However, in Vermont Erica carnea had no damage at all, probably due to a thin but fairly continuous snow
cover. The calluna came through well in spite of large segments of time without the usual deep snow
cover, in spite of the multiple storms that swept up the coast and turned into northeasters.
Callunas in Vermont fared fairly well in spite of unusually extreme temperature swings (from below freezing to 70° in two days was an example) that must have played havoc with the heathers’ normal hardening
process.
My daughter-in-law in Towson, tried to buy new Mediterranean heaths, but Lowe’s and Home Depot had
none, she was told, due to winter losses. Finally she found a small nursery that had four pink E. xdarleyensis in gallon pots at $26 each, heavily flowering fresh arrivals from Oregon.
Instead of planting them we should be selling them.

The Word for Today is MARCESCENT

by Donald Mackay

As a word derived from the Latin marcere, its prime meaning is weak or decayed, but as used by botanists it refers to
dried desiccated leaves that have not fallen off the stem. If you have any young elms in your winter garden, you will see
this phenomenon at once. Nearly all the other trees and shrubs are naked, but the elm persists with dead, dry leaves that
surely should have dropped off months ago. Some oaks and Japanese Maples also show this propensity for hanging on to –
as far as we know – this utterly useless vegetation.
There is, of course, another example close to our interests and that is the condition of heathers, especially calluna after or
during a particularly harsh winter. It’s called frost burn, but since it usually involves the top of the stem as well, making it
dead and brittle, I am not sure that botanists, who are proud of their precise terminology (look at the many words for hair
from bristles to indumentum and tomentum) would agree that frost burn of normally evergreen foliage qualifies as
marcescence, even though it results in dry brittle foliage ready to depart the stem at the first application of the crumble
test. Sometimes the tips of the stems disappear, too, but usually some section of bare living stem is left to await the secateurs bite.
Botanists are well within their rights in trying to maintain the exact precision of their term, so I will not argue if they say
winter burn of calluna doesn’t qualify for marcescence, but I hope they will cut me a little slack here. After all, many people use ’fermentation’ indiscrimately, although biochemists are well aware the anaerobic conversion of a specific range of
sugar solutions by the action of certain sulfur dioxide-resistant yeasts is the only kind of fermentation that will produce
ethanol. Other microorganisms will readily ferment sugar solutions to a variety of chemicals, but not alcohol.
If you go back to the Latin, you do not find the sense of persistence among the meanings. The base word, marcid, (like
many adjectives ending in –id derived from 2nd declension -ere Latin verbs) is pretty much centered on the sense of decay, though I trust winter-burned calluna foliage is not an unavoidable step towards decay of the plant.
In fact I wish marcescence could be applied to the Erica darleyensis group of heathers whose winter-induced untimely
death is invariably due to loss of foliage following stem splitting. I wish botanists had a specific name for that, specific
enough to distinguish between the halving of stems to the splitting produced by the shredding of large stems, often re-
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MARCESCENT

continued

cumbent stems of old darleyensis cultivars. They can escape their fate for several years until the really intense cold spell,
that has the TV weather commentators so excited, comes along to convert marcescent to marcid. Perhaps the botanists
do have a word for persistent foliage on a dead plant. Then I can use it for darleyensis heathers after winters like this past
one
Although the botanists may claim precedence in defining the meaning of marcescence as to whether it covers the persistence of dead leaves on a portion of dead stem, one can still nitpick as to their choice of Latin words. For example, tabescence is an equally good if not better word since it means shriveling or wasting away. Tabes is also the medical term for a
wasting disease of the body.
To get into the fight one needs access to a Classical Latin Dictionary like Cassell’s, in which every word is attributed to at
least one Roman author of the Classical Period. Marcere, the root word, means to wither, to droop, to be feeble (Livid), or
to slacken in appetite (Horace). Tacticus adds the senses of enfeebling and languidness, and Ovid in describing vines uses
marcessere to mean to begin to droop and to grow feeble.
So in I find myself well described by Ovid and unable to choose between marscecence and tabescence. Both lack the key
element of persistence, the ability to stay (from persistere to stand). The leaves on my winter-burned callunas are primarily to be noted for persistence. I still hope they may recover, even if enfeebled. It’s only when they fail the crumble test
that hope dies and common sense takes over.
Finally I opened my 1941 unabridged Funk and Wagnall’s New Standard Dictionary and under marcescent found “bot. sp.
without leaves remaining on the plant as corollas on heaths.” I should have gone to Funk and Wagnall’s first.
Botanists seem divided on the utility of dead leaf retention. Some think dried leaves are unpalatable and protect the new
buds underneath from deer and perhaps from insects. Some think they serve to trap snow and increase water available to
the tree. Some think that delayed leaf fall provides a nutrient mulch for spring growth; and some think that delayed leaf
fall is but an evolutionary stop in the move to evergreen status. After all the oak and beech genera contain several evergreen species already.
In a list of Wikipedia articles, I found only one reference to winter winds as a cause of marcescence, but no theories advocating marcescence as an overall aid for the plant’s benefit. It is hard to see how winter kill of calluna stems brings an ultimate benefit to the plant, but perhaps this sacrificial winter pruning eventually produces a ground-hugging plant (as often
seen with Erica carnea), which like cushion plants and krummholz vegetation, is better suited to harsh winter conditions
where snow cover is insufficient.
But marcescence is not entirely a winter problem. Tropical trees, especially palms, are known to keep marcescent fronds
among their live, photosynthesizing ones. Their function, again, is quite speculative, but it is clearly not to help in winter
survival.
And then there is marcescence in New England in the fall, or at least the early stages of it when the flow of nutrients to
the leaves begins to be restricted by the creation of abscission cells in the petioles. The result is the loss of green chlorophyll which reveals the underlying reds and yellows which create the tourist attraction of the fall foliage. So it’s not all
bad.
However, is the persistence of a leaf on a stem killed by an abnormally severe frost-burn really equivalent to the persistence of a normally killed leaf on a living stem? An elm leaf dies because its vascular system is blocked by corky tissue formation in its stem in fall in the first step of the abscission process.
In the elm this is when marcescence begins or is noted. In frost-bitten calluna an abnormal event kills the leaf (and perhaps the stem), probably by disrupting cellular protoplasm, and the dead leaf fails to separate, presumably due to the lack
of the weakly adherent corky cells that most deciduous plants develop in fall in temperate zones.
So if marcescence is defined as the failure of the second stage of abscission, then it is unclear if it can be applied to an
evergreen like calluna that doesn’t have an annual abscission process to start with. But consider yellow-foliaged callunas,
especially those that do not turn red in winter. They are often afflicted with very persistent black internal foliage. This
foliage is limp, not brittle, and is unaffected by the crumble test. I wish it was easy to get rid of it; that black-hearted interior bothers me; but if there is marscescence in calluna, this is it.
But let’s leave it to the purists to decide.
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HEATHER NOTES, all rights reserved, is published quarterly by the Northeast Heather Society (NEHS), a tax-exempt organization and a chapter
of the North American Heather Society (NAHS).
The purpose of the Northeast Heather Society is to foster interest in growing heathers (Calluna, Erica, Daboecia, Cassiope, Phyllodoce and
Andromeda) in northeastern North America, by serving as a conduit of educational information for both the experienced and the novice gardener.
MEMBERSHIP in the Northeast Heather Society is open to anyone who pays dues to this chapter. Membership benefits include: a subscription to
this quarterly newsletter, participation in chapter meetings and elections, borrowing privileges for slide/power point presentations, and, most
valuable of all, contact with fellow heather gardeners who mostly live in or near your growing zone, all willing to share helpful advice and their
experiences. A family membership permits more than one family member to vote and participate in all NEHS activities for an additional $5 per
year fee above the annual dues. The family membership includes all household members residing at the same address and each member has one
vote. Each household will receive only one copy of Heather Notes.
Dues for an Individual: $15 a year; $28 for a two year membership; $40 for a three year membership
Dues for a Family

$20 a year; $33 for a two year membership; $45 for a three year membership
Remit payment to: Peter Matwey, Treasurer, 7 Heights Court, Binghamton, NY 13905
For digital presentations, contact Bill Dowley, Milton, DE. Tel. (603) 903-3017; wdowley@ne.rr.com
WEB INFORMATION: North American Heather Society website: www.northamericanheathersoc.org
NORTHEAST HEATHER SOCIETY website: www.northeastheathersociety.org
ADVERTISING: Quarter page ad: $35 per issue; $25 per issue if advertising in two or more consecutive issues.
Contact: Pat Hoffman (856) 467-4711; njgardener15@hotmail.com
BE A CONTRIBUTOR TO HEATHER NOTES:
Do you have a suggestion, a question, a story, an anecdote, a poem, or a photo to share? Contact the Content editor:
Mary Matwey, 7 Heights Court, Binghamton, NY 13905 (607) 723 1418
mmatwey@stny.rr.com
All material may be edited for clarity and length.
DEADLINES FOR EACH ISSUE:
March 20—June 20—September 20—December 20
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